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Elegant French country kitchen, also family-friendly
n nNew design brings

The newly remodeled
kitchen suite to Rick and
Kelly Layfields home in
Clifton Heights features
clean lines and compelling
visual continuum. The
interior scheme by Sun
Design Remodeling’s leader
designer Jon Benson raises
the ceiling, introduces
more windows on the rear
elevation and a much better
rationalized floorplan that
supports the family’s every
day needs.

utility to space
By John Byrd

SPECIAL TO THE TIMES

Odd how little things determine whether a kitchen works or
not. To access an outside grilling area the homeowner had to
squeeze past a table. The grill
itself was down the stairs in the
backyard. It is nothing actually
strenuous, it is just a family adapting to a home they own, but didn’t
design. Yet inconveniences diminish simple pleasures.
“We had actually stopped
grilling,” Kelly Layfield acknowledged. “The kitchen floor plan got
in the way.”
For Rick and Kelly Layfield,
parents of three children under 14,
the slight rub between a naturallyoccurring family process and their
physical environment started when
they bought their 3,700 square
foot, four bedroom, traditionalstyle home ten years ago.
The house had much to recommend: an acre and a half of
wooded privacy in the Clifton
Heights section of historic Clifton
and a big backyard for supervised
children’s games.
“The kitchen suite was actually
a primary selling point,” Layfield
said of the 400 square foot room.
“It segues to a family room with
fireplace. There was a corner door
connected to a large screen porch.”
Of course, there was the tight
squeeze past the family breakfast
table. But the larger problem for
Kelly was that the room was too
dark, and sight lines to the children’s back yard play areas were
poorly aligned with her kitchen
work space.
Additionally, there was the
strange two-dimensional ceiling.
The bulkhead over the primary food
preparation zone, it seemed, was
an interior offset compensating for
the fact the back half of the kitchen
projected out from under the home’s
two-level rear elevation.
Even trimmed in crown molding,
Kelly found it obstructive, a breach of
the clean lines she had always envisioned in her dream kitchen.
The food preparation island/
dining counter, meanwhile, fea-
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BEFORE: Kelly Layfield found the original kitchen too dark,
and lacking sightlines to the children’s backyard play areas.
The pentagon-shaped island wasn’t well-suited for the
available space and was seldom used for in-kitchen dining.
tured a pentagon-shaped surface.
While geometrically compelling,
the island’s base didn’t satisfy everyday storage needs, and the dining stools projected too far into the
kitchen’s high traffic lanes.
“The angle was wrong,”
Layfield recalled. “It took up too
much space.”
Thus, with so many reminders
that her kitchen didn’t quite work,
Kelly’s first meeting with Jon
Benson at Sun Design Remodeling was a breath of fresh air.
“Jon understood the issues,”
Layfield said. “He began presenting designs almost immediately—
which initiated a very productive
collaboration. His ideas for original built-ins presented a lot of
practical ways to improve everyday efficiencies.”
The island, for instance,
would be replaced with a wholly
new Benson original—a rectangular affair with a granite surface perfectly parallel with the
two corners of the cook’s work
zones. The stools to the new dining counter now completely own
their floor space. The built-in also
features pull-out drawers designed
for Kelly’s cooking requirements,
and there’s a microwave/ convection oven the kids can use.
To improve available light,
sight lines and floor space, Benson
eliminated a window over the corner sink, adding a three foot wide
divided light door in the middle of

Granite bianco surfaces, marble tile wall covering, a coffered ceiling delineated in a white and grey duotone are
among the fine finish work details distinguishing a wellintegrated “open” plan.

The 160 square foot grilling deck is level with screen porch
and the new kitchen door.

the rear elevation.
Tweaking further, he deleted the side door linked to the
screened porch, which eliminated
two floor-to-ceiling windows. He
rebuilt the corner wall around a
pair of standard-sized windows.
To complete the new niche, Benson designed a dining banquette
perfectly aligned with the family
breakfast table.
To foster easy indoor/outdoor
continuum, a new 16 inch by 10
inch grilling deck—level with the
screen porch and accessible from
the kitchen’s new rear door—was
procured.
The egress connecting the
screen porch from the family room
now completes the circle; the circulation solution is both logical
and perfect for entertaining.
Overall, the new interior is
a study in what designers sometimes refer to as “transitional”
style, a fundamentally open plan
that incorporates period-specific or
iconic design elements to effect.
The kitchen’s incongruous
overhang has been replaced with
an elegant coffered ceiling. The
ceiling not only unifies the room
visually, but also reintroduces
classical elements found in the
home’s formal front rooms that
had been curiously missing in its
formerly builder-grade interior.
Where the previous kitchen
had been dark (right down to its
black granite surfaces), Benson
introduced the lighter, more textured hues Kelly had been seeking
all along.
Marble subway tile wall covering. Surfaces in Granite Bianco
Antico. White cabinets with glass
facings. An oven back splash in
a white quatrefoil tiling. The coffers, likewise, are a restful white
and grey duo tone.
In the family room, Benson
revitalized the fireplace, introducing colorful stone facing to the
hearth and a cedar mantle. The
first floor mudroom is now functional and inviting.
A seldom-used kitchen desk
has been replaced with a handy
cabinet flanked by wine racks.
The newly designed coffee bar in a
recess at the entrance to the dining
room now contains a convenient
ice maker.
In all, a sweeping comprehensive makeover.
“The conveniences are wonderful—yet subtly woven into a really
uplifting interior,” Kelly observed.
“This is just the balance I was looking for; it feels like home.”

Sun Design Remodeling
will be sponsoring tour of
a recently remodeled Fairfax Station home on March
12, 2016. Headquartered in
Burke, the firm has a second
office in McLean. For information: 703.425.5588 or
www.SunDesignInc.com
John Byrd ( byrdmatx@
gmail.com) has been writing
about home improvement
topics for 30 years.

Spring Flooring Kick-Off

Amazing DEALS never go out of style! Drive a little, save a lot. It’s worth the trip.
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While supplies last. Product prices & availability are subject to change. Odd lots sold as is.

18 MONTHS FINANCING AVAILABLE*
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Chantilly, VA
(703) 563-4321

Beltsville, MD
(301) 931-3467

NOW OPEN

Feb 3-16 (Wed-Tues)

Manassas, VA
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Waldorf, MD
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WOOD-LOOK TILE
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Rockville, MD
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Frederick, MD
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Lorton, VA
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On purchases of $2,000 or more made with your Lumber Liquidators credit card from February 3-16, 2016.
*Subject to credit approval. Minimum monthly payments required. See store for details.

1-800-HARDWOOD
lumberliquidators.com
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